Safe, Non Toxic, Natural Geoengineering
Toxic artificial geoengineering needs to be replaced with environmentally sound
geoengineering that is safe, non-toxic and all natural and only one company offers it, Strategic
Visionary Alternatives, Ltd., of Port Moody, British Columbia. We know the public wants their blue
skies back, safe food and breathable air. We want clean affordable energy too, not economic shut down
because CO2 gases have not been capped and recycled. The All Natural Strategic Program delivers all
of this. We have all seen the imitation's patents, and sky pollution that has lead to droughts and toxic
soils, and dying forests. What we use is gentle and natural oxygen ions and we can stimulate rain and
remove particulates and stranded ions blocking the release of heat waves at night, these two actions
will cool the air shed and cool off higher mountain slopes and peaks where snow accumulates if cooled
enough at night. This is achieved with no toxic residues.
This stands head and shoulders above synthetic chemistry that blocks precious sunlight instead of
venting heat, which is shown in the diagram below to be much faster. Snow pack accumulation relies
on cold clearer nights.

The recent accelerated warming of grave concern coincides
with the current synthetic geoengineering operations.
These chemicals are not compliant with ENMOD treaties
governing weather and climate modification but the natural
safe non toxic geoengineering complies exceedingly. These
projects were classified so that they could operate
unimpeded for over twenty years in which the data claims
are success in dimming life giving sunlight for our plants
and forests, as well as contaminating trees, animals, and
humans and likely increasing the temperature of the air.
Aluminum, Barium and Strontium in our blood streams are a
suspected cause of Alzheimer’s and cancer. We need to
protect ourselves from this completely unnecessary hazard.
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Understanding “snowball earth” events which were found as the cause of different length ice ages and
regional glaciations is well understood in our geological records, and holds many lessons that we can
draw on as we focus on air shed cool-downs and precipitation seeding. The more air sheds that are
remediated, the more net cooling is achieved. UV radiation and protection is done through Art Above
Sustainable Systems Inc. Oxygen ions can be permanently bonded with the troublesome Fluorine ion in
the Ozone layer, halting the devastating effects. Adding more O2 and O3/O2 supplies to function as our
properly restored UV shield once quantities are restored and further protected from CFC's and
damaging synthetic geoengineering operations and Ozone depleting subsances damage.
What are the costs of not acting?
$8.1 Billion Skin cancer x 5% of it is Ozone hole caused, or $403,000,000.00/year, Cataracts from the
same cause, $9Billion/ year. By 2070 and beyond, the personal GDP will be cut by at least 23%, down
from $79 Trillion in 2015 and cost $50 Trillion. Total: $130 Trillion by 2080 conservatively.
(https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2015/11/what-are-the-economic-consequences-of-climate-change/).
(http://time.com/4082328/climate-change-economic-impact/).
There are Three Companies providing these solutions:

Strategic Visionary Alternatives Ltd.
Cost to Deliver:
The $5 per Kilogram cost is estimated based upon the point source of oxygen. The Aurora Scientific Inc.
referenced airlift cost for synthetic geoengineering has been estimated for these altitudes at $3US per
Kilogram14, giving a total of $8US/Kg. The costs will vary with the amount delivered to a region.

More information can be found at www.gcgreencarbon.com
We Know Seven Generations
must be protected as taught
by the First Nations
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